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Flat on its Face: Our Monthly Survey
of the Economy, Interest Rates, and Markets

The stock market came out of the gate with great hopes
to begin 2016 and then fell flat on its face. Somewhere in
the melee, value is being created. But it is hard to see, and
even harder to summon the gumption to jump into the stock
maelstrom.

Argus typically begins the trading year with a look
ahead, and that typically begins with the usual suspects: GDP
growth, employment, interest rates, inflation, and earnings
growth. Yet those traditional stock-market bellwethers have
been pushed into the background by investors’ relentless
focus on currencies, commodities, China, emerging mar-
kets and geopolitical events from Paris to Pyongyang.

Of course, these areas of focus intersect and intertwine
with the traditional metrics of interest rates, inflation, em-
ployment, earnings, and GDP growth. In our monthly sur-
vey, we examine those factors, with an eye toward expecta-
tions for 2016. Another overlooked metric, in our view, is
becoming increasingly important: valuation. Stocks ended
2015 more or less where they began the year. Full-year earn-
ings, depending on the outcome of 4Q15 EPS season, were
at best flat and potentially down slightly.

Yet investors may not be crediting the earnings poten-
tial in the global economy. During 2015, earnings for U.S.
corporations were impacted by massive re-sets in commod-
ity prices and the value of the dollar. As investors “get used
to” the sharply revised landscape, business plans are mod-
erating and evolving. Moreover, the dauntingly negative
comps created by sharp currency and commodity move-
ments are beginning to roll off and should be mainly gone
by 1Q16 EPS season in April.

The VIX is spiking; investment advisors are scream-
ing “don’t buy the dip;” and bullish sentiment has nosedived.
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Our contrarian antennae are twitching; we may not be at ca-
pitulation, but periods of awful sentiment have historically
been good buying opportunities.
Yet the market is not cheap; the rising tide that lifted all boats
in 2012-2014 is far out to sea. Argus continues to recom-
mend focusing on high-quality names, particularly those that
have been pulled down in the general fear and panic.

THE ECONOMY, INTEREST RATES, AND EARNINGS
The final reading on 3Q15 GDP was revised to 2.0% from
the preliminary reading of 2.0%. Late in January, we will get
our first look at GDP growth for the just-completed fourth
quarter of 2015. Argus believes 4Q15 GDP growth will ex-
ceed 2% and could range as high at 2.6%. If the economy
grows in the 2.5% range in 4Q15, full-year 2015 GDP growth
will have averaged 2.3%, below the 2.4% average for 2014
and the 2.6% average for 2013.

Estimates for 4Q GDP growth are in the 1.4%-1.8%
range, with some looking for little more than 1% growth.
The challenges to growth are plain and include reduced eco-
nomic activity in emerging economies including China, sig-
nificantly reduced capital spending in energy and mining,
and global competitive challenges around strong dollar. De-
clines in wholesale inventories in November and October
will be reflected in 4Q GDP.

But low-ball forecasts may not be fully factoring the
strength in the consumer economy. The U.S. added 2.6 mil-
lion jobs in 2015, after adding 3.1 million in 2014. Job and
wage gains in the 3% annual range are the foundation for
ongoing strength in the consumer economy. And even as
plunging crude prices further decimate the Energy sector,
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ever-cheaper gasoline is powering consumer spending growth.
The auto and housing sectors are positioned to extend 2015
strength into 2016.

Despite the challenges that have rattled world stock mar-
kets in 2015, we look for quarterly GDP growth in the 2.5%
range across 2016. After expansion in the high-2% -3% range
in next year’s first half, we look for a gradual moderation in
growth as higher interest rates begin to bite in the second year
of the Fed’s rate-tightening cycle.

Speaking of that, for the first time in nearly a decade the
U.S. Federal Reserve is in tightening mode. As widely expected,
the Fed hiked the funds rate and the discount rate by 25 basis
points at the December 16 FOMC meeting.

It is worth contemplating market expectations over the
past six months regarding timing of this first rate hike. In mid-
summer, the market was “sure” the first rate hike would occur
in October 2015. After the summer selloff, investors were “sure”
the first rate hike would not happen until March 2015. The
Fed’s decision to act in December signaled that its focus pri-
marily remains on U.S. economic and employment data and
that global turbulence would play a secondary role.

The first Fed rate hike in 10 years allowed longer-matu-
rity bonds to stabilize. Treasury bonds have since rallied slightly
in a safe-haven trade, amid signs of worsening Chinese eco-
nomic activity and on news of the North Korean nuclear test.
Even so, with the prospects of further Fed tightening ahead,
yields on 5-, 10- and 30-year Treasuries are all higher than
they were one year ago.

At the short end, the change in note prices and interest
rates has been more dramatic on a short-term basis. The three-
month bill yield, which was negligible a year ago, is around
0.18%, after having first surged to 0.22% in mid-December.

The two-year yield, just below 1%, has roughly doubled
year-over-year. The yield on the 30-year bond is 40 bps above
its year-ago level. But the 10-year yield, at just over 2.1%,
continues to ease from 2.33% in early November, when strong
job growth finally convinced investors the Fed would tighten
in December.
We interpret these disparate moves across the yield curve as
signaling acceptance of the Fed’s first tightening move, but
little conviction that a period of aggressive or even sustained
rate-tightening is underway.

Argus Chief Investment Strategist Peter Canelo expects
the Fed to follow its initial hike in December 2015 with quar-
ter-point hikes at every other of the eight FOMC meetings
scheduled for 2016. With one hike in 2015 and as many as four
in 2016, the fed funds rate could be at 1.25% by year-end 2016.
But if economic activity worldwide slows down, look for the
Fed to move to the sidelines before rates reach that high.

The fourth-quarter earnings season will likely be chal-
lenging, given the late-year drop in energy and commodity prices.

ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

That weakness reflected both a dollar-infused decline, as the
greenback surged on the first Fed tightening, but also worsen-
ing business trends in some key emerging economy markets.

Unlike the consensus, we expect slightly positive EPS
growth in 4Q15, after negative year-over-year performance
in the middle quarters of 2015. Industrial companies have
now had several quarters to take advantage of lower energy
and materials input costs, while service companies are ben-
efiting from lower heating and fleet-fueling costs. The U.S.
looks to be a more important driver of EPS growth in 4Q15
and into 2016, and the U.S. consumer will remain the big-
gest driver of the U.S. economy.

Dollar strength hurts earnings via unfavorable revenue
repatriation and weaker competitive positioning overseas.
While still a factor, dollar strength is fading from the EPS
equation as the worst of repatriation negatives are
anniversaried in 4Q15 and early in 2016. The problem of
reduced competitiveness from strong dollar will remain a
negative for U.S. multinationals for several more quarters.

While we look for a 10% earnings recovery for 2016,
that outlook could prove problematic if spring does not bring
signs of recovery in emerging economies. Our forecast is
predicated on easier EPS comps, as strong dollar and weak-
oil impacts are anniversaried, and on stabilization and re-
covery in the emerging world.

DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL MARKETS
Stocks are in correction mode, having declined at least 10%
from their recovery highs of October (following the August-
September selloff). It is no secret that the first trading week
of 2016 was a rough one, including the worst five-day start
to trading on record. The DJIA and S&P 500 were down
more than 6%, as of the close on 1/8/16, while the Nasdaq
was down more than 7%. Amid the relentless selling, there
was no place to shelter in stocks.

Currently, Wilshire Large-Cap Growth is outperform-
ing Wilshire Value; but with both down more than 5% year-
to-date, investors mulling growth versus value are really just
choosing among deck chairs on the Titanic. Fixed income
has experienced some safe-haven momentum, primarily for
investment-grade; speculative grade bonds are being routed.

Note that stocks also declined in the first weeks of Janu-
ary 2015. That led to a down January, which presaged a down
year. Investors are hoping stocks can avoid a repeat this Janu-
ary. The fact that stocks have fallen so fast and so broadly
indicates that there are bargains among the wreckage. But
no one wants to find out the hard way that stocks are still a
falling knife.

After the energy collapse and dollar surge of late 2014
and early 2015, key commodities and currencies appeared
to have found some stability in the middle part of 2015. But
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the Fed’s first rate hike, new signs of weakness from China,
and geopolitical events from Paris to Pyongyang unsettled
currency and commodity markets. The recent surge in the
dollar and weakness in commodity prices has rippled across
sector performance, reinforcing trends that continue to reshape
U.S. sector weightings.

No sector was positive in the first week of 2016. We did
see a reversal in trend for some economy-sensitive sectors.
Technology and Consumer Discretionary, which outperformed
in 2015, were among the worst performers in the first week of
this year. Financials declined nearly 6%, even though higher
interest rates are supposed to benefit regional bank loan vol-
ume as the Fed “unfreezes” the interbank market.

On top of the leader board, Utilities are relatively out-
performing even though they are down year-to-date. Other
income-producing or defensive sectors, including Telecom
Services and Consumer Staples, are also doing relatively bet-
ter than the market.

In the past year, three sectors – Healthcare, Information
Technology, and Consumer Discretionary – have added
roughly 100 basis points each to sector weighing. Energy has
lost nearly 200 bps; Industrial, Materials and Utilities have
all lost weight. The bigger question, of course, is what lies
ahead in 2016?

Argus is forecasting stabilizing trends in energy and
commodity prices, along with a stabilizing dollar in 2016.
While that could help stop the bleeding in the Energy and
Materials sectors, the downside of that forecast is that price
trends are establishing a “new normal” that is significantly
below the peak prices of two to three years ago. We expect
Energy, currently around 6.5% of the market, to remain near
the bottom end of its historical range of 5%-14%.

ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

Technology and Healthcare exceeded the upper bounds
of their five-year ranges during 2015. We expect that trend
to remain intact as well. Financial Services is in its best shape
in years, but still well below its peak representation in the
index during the “housing bubble” period of 2006-2008. All
told, until the global macro-economic environment begins
to change, there is little reason to assume a reversal in the
sector-weighting shifts of 2015.

The selling in U.S. stocks is out of whack with still-
strong U.S. economic data, such as strong jobs creation,
creeping wage gains, and rising consumer spending. We
would use the weakness to look for bargains in oversold eco-
nomically sensitive areas including our four favored sector
overweights: Technology, Healthcare, Consumer Discretion-
ary, and Industrials.

If it is any consolation, and we’re sure it is not, stocks
are weak around the world, not just in the United States. The
DJ World Index is down 5.6% year-to-date; and the Eurozone
is down 5%, slightly worse than the 4.9% decline in S&P
500 as of our snapshot date.

Commodity-sensitive nations such as Brazil, Russia,
and Canada are all down, although less than the global aver-
age after these nations underperformed so significantly in
2015. Within the Americas, Mexico is relatively lagging the
U.S. while Canada is slightly outperforming. Mature econo-
mies in general are down about 5.6% in the short year to
date trading period.

That is a reminder not to read too much into a single
week’s trade, even one as extraordinary as last week. Market
sentiment is more anxious than gloomy. At some point, greed
should begin to overcome fear, assuming the cracks in the glo-
bal economy do not widen into something really scary.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Argus Director of Research
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